In this paper, a novel hierarchical deep network is proposed to combine the deep convolutional neural network and the feature selection-based tree classifier efficiently for image classification. First, the concept ontology is built for organizing large-scale image classes hierarchically in a coarse-to-fine fashion. Second, a novel selective orthogonal algorithm is proposed to make sure deep features extracted for each level classifiers more in line with the requirements of different classification tasks. Also, the role of useful feature components in multi-level deep features are improved. The experimental results on three datasets show that adding a feature selection module in a hierarchical deep network can perform better performance in large-scale image classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large -scale object classification has been considered as a challenge problem since very early. Also letting machine ''recognize'' different object classes became a really interesting application. Multiple hand-crafted features and classifiers are combined to deal with large-scale object class recognition but cannot achieve pleasant performance. Recently, deep learning [1] - [9] based researches came out one after another and achieved outstanding performance since its first proposed. The original hand-craft features are very sensitive to the geometric transformation and quality of the image, which is very unfavorable for large-scale image classification. However, the convolutional layer in deep learning scheme can extract high-level information and achieve good feature expression ability [10] ; the nonlinear layer simulation neurons can enhance and suppress the features; the pooling layer can extract the image local information, and ensure the translation rotation invariance, and can also reduce the feature dimension. Through the overall iteration of these operations, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hongjun Su. the features of the image can be extracted layer by layer -from pixel to edge features, and then the overall structure is iterated from local features. The advent of deep learning has made a rapid increase in image recognition performance. However, there exists very strong inter-species relations in large-scale object classes, which means some object classes share very strong visual similarities and usually hard to be distinguished. But such relations are completely ignored in commonly used deep learning schemes. So, in order to solve above problem, we need to solve the following questions effectively first.
The first question is how to use the affiliation between classes in the natural world for hierarchical classification. With the number of object class increase, it is easy to understand that strong correlation exists in some classes [11] . Therefore, the difficulty of distinguishing different classes is very different: for example, it is much easier to distinguish hat and glasses than distinguish sparrows and swallows. This is because that some classes under the same coarse genus may share very strong visual similarities. However, the traditional N-way softmax network [1] - [7] completely ignore the visual similarities between classes when scoring for all classes. As a result, when using the traditional N-way softmax for classification, the network tends to consider the global optimization, and cannot take into account the categories that are difficult to distinguish, which invisibly reduce the accuracy of the network for image recognition. As hierarchical structure has been widely used to organize large-scale object classes and gather fine-grained classes with high similarity to same coarse genus, object classes under same classification task will share similar learning complexity, and the gradient for such classes will be more uniform. Among them, the hierarchical deep network [12] - [17] combined by deep convolutional neural network [18] and the tree classifier [16] show excellent performance in terms of large-scale object classification. Based on these descriptions [19] - [26] , it is very attractive to propose how to use the affiliation between classes in hierarchical deep network.
The Second question is how to select more discriminative deep features for recognizing different image classes. Adding deep learning [1]- [7] in a tree classifier based hierarchical deep network to achieve an end-to-end fashion has achieved outstanding performance on image classes classification. It is easy to understand that discriminative deep features are the key for improving the performance of image classification [27] - [37] , [39] , [40] . What is more, in hierarchical deep network, the useful feature components for fine-grained classification task should be significantly different with coarse-grained classification task. When performing coarse-grained classification task, the useful feature components represent the common property of all classes under the same coarse genus, such as all birds have wings. However, when performing fine-grained classification task, the useful feature components are the unique features of the samples in each of the fine-grained classes which are in same coarse genus, such as the different mouth attributes of different birds. So the coarse-level common deep features aim to classify classes under same coarse genes into same category while the fine-level deep features aim to separate them. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a deep feature selection module in the tree classifier to select more discriminative deep features for recognizing such fine-grained image classes.
Based on above observations, a novel feature selection based hierarchical deep network is proposed in this paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 related works are introduced, in section 3 the concept ontology we built is proposed for adding the inner-group relationship between objects of natural world to large-scale image classification. And a feature selection based hierarchical deep network is introduced for selecting more discriminative deep features to improve the performance of the tree classifier. In section 4 the experimental results on three datasets are introduced, and we conclude the whole paper in section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, deep learning network [1]- [7] has made remarkable progress, but large-scale image classification is still a challenging problem. In recent years, people have begun to consider a network that can automatically learn the semantic relation existing in large-scale object classes. In this section, we focus on the following two research areas: (a) the study of the correlation between large-scale image classes (b) the studies of feature selection.
The First is the study of the correlation between large-scale image classes. According to the correlation between classes, the HEX graph studied by Deng et al. [41] proposes that there are three kinds of relationships between categories, including subsumption, overlap and mutual exclusion. Adding these semantic relationships to the label for supervised learning can improve image classification; Adding the semantic relationship to the label can improve the ability of the deep network to recognize the image [42] - [48] ; Bengio et al. [45] proposed the idea of Label Tree, which integrated the structure of the database to divide categories into intermediate nodes and leaf nodes for multitasking learning and add the hierarchical structure information of the tree to the Loss function. Yan et al. introduced a hierarchical branch CNN called HD-CNN [11] , in which the higher-level CNN classified coarse-grained classes were easy to distinguish, and the lower-level CNN classified fine-grained classes were difficult to distinguish. And there are also This new network architecture uses coarse-grained classification strategy and module design principles, and the proposed model has better performance than the standard model. In addition, in a large number of image recognition literatures [14] - [16] , [49] - [51] , many researchers began to explore hierarchical deep networks for the organization of large-scale image categories in multi-task learning [1] , [14] , [15] , [35] , [52] - [55] , which required us to pre-establish concept ontology, then constructed the label tree and tree classifier for the label. By classifying the categories into coarse-to-fine fashion, the classes are linearly scaled, and the semantic relationship established between the tags enables the network to fully consider the similarity between classes, thereby improving the accuracy of large-scale image classification. Among them, the network combining deep convolutional neural network [50] - [52] , [56] and tree classifier [16] achieve excellent performance in terms of recognition accuracy and computational complexity. Therefore, this article conducts the further research based on the hierarchical deep network.
Second, there are many studies on feature selection [27] - [37] , [40] , [57] - [59] . Early unsupervised learning used metric information for feature selection, such as Laplacian Score [57] , Trace ratio [58] , and so on. In recent years, the feature selection algorithm [27] - [35] for depth features has also been exhausted. In the deep learning, the orthogonal convolutional neural network (GoCNN) [59] proposed by Chen et al. can learn the characteristics of foreground and background in orthogonality and improve the diversity of features. Based on this, this paper proposes a selective orthogonal algorithm which can select features of hierarchical deep network and make the features extracted by different level classifiers of tree classifier more favorable to perform different classification tasks, and finally improve the performance of network structure. We improve the separability of features by adding feature selection in hierarchical deep networks, and realize the joint learning of hierarchical deep convolutional neural networks and their internal feature selection modules. At the same time, by constructing concept ontology, the network learns more semantic information.
III. ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig.1 , we proposed a novel hierarchical deep network for large-scale image classification. There are several improvements in our proposed network compared with traditional deep network structures: (a) a two-layer concept ontology is proposed for organizing the affiliation between large-scale object classes in natural world; (b) a concept ontology guided tree classifier is used to replace the N-way softmax classifier;(c) feature selection is used to learn more discriminative deep features in hierarchical tree classifier.
Compared with traditional deep learning methods [1]- [7] , the novel hierarchical deep network we proposed have following improvements: (1) a feature selection algorithm based multi-level tree classifiers is proposed. As the coarse-grained level feature components aim to classify fine-grained classes under same genus into same category while the fine-grained level feature components aim to separate them, so the feature selection algorithm is used to extract more useful feature components to meet the requirements of multi-level classification task in tree classifier; (2) the concept ontology guided tree classifier is used to replace the N-way softmax classifier, so the inter-species relations between object classes among natural world are considered during the training process, and the visually similar fine-grained classes under same genus may have a higher chance to be separated with each other;
(3) the weight parameters of the base deep network and tree classifier can be optimized in an end-to-end learning process.
A. TWO-LAYER CONCEPT ONTOLOGY
Hierarchical structure is widely used in large-scale image classification [46] - [48] . As the strong inter-class differences and intra-class similarities exists in large-scale categories, hierarchical structures [44] can be used to organize large-scale classes hierarchically. This structure can be used to classify classes with strong intra-class similarities into the same coarse-grained classes. So more attention are paid to indistinguishable classes under the same genus.
In this paper, the two-layer concept ontology hierarchical structure is constructed for different databases. The constructed concept ontology is shown in Figure 1 , Figure 2 , Fig.3 divides 200 finegrained classes into 10 genus according to different genus of birds; A sub-database of the plant database named Orchid-2608 [16] consisting 38 coarse genus and 955 fine-grained classes is also leveraged, where each parent node represents a plant genus, and each leaf node represents a plant species, as shown in Fig.4 ; The clothing accessories database named Fashion-60 [15] includes 5 coarse genus and 60 fine-grained classes. Based on the different functions of the costumes, the concept ontology is constructed for this database as shown in Fig.5 . We construct multiple concept ontology to represent semantic relation for different database, and it is easy to see that the categories under the same coarse genus have strong similarities.
The concept ontology can be used as a guideline for constructing the tree classifier. During the classification process, the hierarchical tree classifier first identify the coarse genus, and then chooses different sub-classifier for fine-grained classification according to the classification result of the coarse genus. The classification tasks of sub-classifier under each different coarse genus are different in the process of fine-grained classification, and the coarse-grained classification task is also different. The hierarchical deep network will filter the features by updating the parameters of the feature selection module under the guidance of the concept ontology, so that the features extracted by different classifiers are more suitable for their respective classification tasks.
B. NETWORK STRUCTURE
After organizing the concept ontology of each database, we constructed the corresponding tree classifier based on the hierarchical semantic relations. As shown in Fig.6 , we use a new hierarchical deep network consisting of a CNN and a tree classifier which include a feature selection module. The new hierarchical deep network in this paper mainly includes following four parts: (1) Organizing a large number of image classes by using the intra-class visual similarities between images to construct a complete concept ontology; (3) replacing the traditional N-way softmax with a semantics-based tree classifier, genus-level classifier is used for classification of coarse genus, species-level classifier is used for classification of fine-grained classes; (4) Setting the feature selection module to selectively orthogonalize features of classifiers in different level.
Compared with most of the existing traditional deep learning methods, the proposed new deep feature learning and feature selection algorithm have following advantages: First, the semantic tree classifier is used to replace the original softmax N-way classifier, so the inter-species similarities among different classes are considered, and each fine-grained deep learning task can be used to deal with image classes with strong visual similarities. Second, the orthogonal feature selection module is performed on multi-level tree classifier to filter the multi-level deep features. Also the cosine similarity of the fine-grained feature and the coarse-grained feature is used to select the useful feature components, and transform them by Schmidt orthogonal transformation. By ignoring the correlation and paying more attention to the discriminative components between different classes, fine-grained classes which share strong similarities will have a higher probability to be distinguished.
For the simplicity of network construction, the proposed network only uses one CNN network to extract deep features for different level's classification. Then a feature column vector is generated through a common fully connected layer and then passed into the tree classifier for the final classification. The structure of proposed tree classifier is shown in Fig.6 , the genus-level classifier (with N genus) and the species-level classifier have their own feature extraction layers. For a given plant image, as it is classified into the nth genus by genus-level classifier, the corresponding nth species-level classifier is used to identify which fine-grained class the sample belongs to.
As same deep CNN is used for feature extraction, the output features from the model are the same for two-level classifiers. But the output features are different after passing through different C1 and C2 layers. The two-level classifier focuses on different classification tasks: the genus-level classifier is used for classifying genus, and the species-level classifier is mainly working on species-level classification task. The extracted deep features of multi-level classifier are more specific to multi-level classification tasks, and the validity and separability for multi-level deep features are improved. Feature vectors output from the genus-level classifier contain correlation among subcategories and the difference from the coarse grained genus, while the species-level classifier only focuses on the differences of the fine-grained classes belonging to a same genus. However, in practice, it is difficult for deep network to ensure the validity of the proposed feature. If the deep feature can be effectively selected, the reliability of the network will be greatly improved. Therefore, during the training process, we monitor the inter-class similarity exists in the feature vectors at the species-level classifier by measuring the cosine similarity of the feature vector at the species-level classifier and the genus-classifier. For the fully connected layer, we compare deep feature for two different species by comparing the weight vector of the corresponding neurons. As shown in Fig.4 , the output from the base deep network is X, the output of each species layer is Y. So X is the same for multiple N+1 classifiers, while Y is totally different. Therefore, as shown in Fig.7 , the weight vector W corresponding to each species is also different. We can measure the similarity of the feature vector in Y by calculating the cosine similarity between corresponding weight vectors. Then, by setting filter threshold for cosine similarity, feature neurons with high similarity between the genus-classifier and the species-level classifier are proposed to form feature vectors α and β, and then the Schmitt orthogonal method is used to filter the projection of β on α. This allows the feature vectors extracted by each of the species-level classifiers containing mostly inter-class differences.
The algorithm flow is shown as follows.
Input:
Two layer concept ontology for image database Output:
Image category E n ; 1: Input the pre-built Two layer concept ontology into the CNN network; 2: Feature extraction of images using CNN network and a same fully connected layer; 3 [α,α] α) 4: The orthogonally transformed feature vector replaces the output of the C1 layer; 5: Put the output to C2 and softmax layer for classification to get the Image category E n ; 6: return E n ; 
C. FEATURE SELECTION ON MULTI-LEVEL TREE CLASSIFIER
The purpose of setting the feature selection module is to enhance the role discriminative feature components while reliving the role of common feature components. So we have proposed a selective orthogonal algorithm on genus-level and species-level classifier feature vector to achieve efficient feature selection. The reason we set the selection module is the feature vector of the genus-level classifier contain some inter-class differences. If it is completely orthogonal, the features extracted by the genus-level classifier will be completely filtered out, and the effective features for image classification will be omitted.
As shown in Fig.8 , the cosine of the angles of two vectors can be used to measure the difference between two individuals, so the similarity of features can be estimated by calculating cosine of two feature vectors since the features learned by CNN are all in the form of vectors. The closer the cosine value is to 1, the closer the angle is leading to 0 • , which means more similar the two vectors are.
With the angle increases, the cosine value decreases and the correlation becomes smaller. For multi-dimensional vectors A and B, we can use (1) to calculate cosine similarity.
By using the weight vector to measure the cosine similarity at the feature vector point (neurons) of the fully connected layer, we first extract the weight vector of each classifier C1.The weight vector of genus-classifier is W g , the weight of species-level classifier is W s . Then the calculation formula of the C1 layer can be written as (2) and (3):
where,
Since the input vector X is consistent, the cosine similarity of each row vector [a k1 , a k2 , ., a kn ] and [b k1 , b k2 , ., b kn ] (where k represents the number of rows) of W g and W s can be used to determine the correlation between deep features in Y g and Y s , the specific formula can be formulate as (4):
The dot_product is a column vector composed of dot products of W g and W s , including length and cosine similarity information of each vector itself; norm is a column vector composed of length products of W s and W g of each row vector; × represents Hadamard product of the matrix; sum represents the sum of the vector points of each row vector in the vector, and the (divisor) represents the division of the corresponding points of the two vectors.
In (5), the obtained dot_product norm are both one-dimensional column vectors, and i represents the i_th vector value,θ i represents the angle of cosine similarity between the ith neurons of the coarse-grained genus and the fine-grained classes. By setting the threshold, the neurons whose cosine similarity of the weight vector is smaller than the threshold are taken out to form a new feature vector for the orthogonal transformation.
Orthogonalization is the process of converting all linearly independent vectors into orthogonal systems. In this paper, only two linearly independent vectors are used for orthogonal transformation, its specific meaning is exemplified by two-dimensional space, as shown in Fig.8 . Filter out the projection a of a vector a on another vector b, leaving only the part a ⊥ orthogonal to b. The cosine similarity of the vector a ⊥ and the vector b becomes zero.
As the two-level tree classifier using specific deep features, the cosine similarity metric (5) can be used to measure the cosine similarity of the feature vector points. Suppose we set the threshold angle to θ, and the feature angle of the i-th neurons is θ i . θ i with p points is greater than θ, then Y g [i] and Y s [i] corresponding to θ i are regenerated into two p dimensional column vectors α and β. α is the feature on the genus-level classifier and β is the feature of the species-level classifier. The large similarity between them indicates that β contains more common feature components with α. Equation (6) can be used to perform Schmidt orthogonal transformation on β. The projection of β on α is filtered out, so that the cosine similarity between α and β is zero, which means the commonality between β and α is filtered out and only the uniqueness of the feature vector β is kept, making feature vectors more efficient and separable. Finally, the result vector γ is placed back to the corresponding position Y s [i] as the input to the next layer.
where, [α, β] is the dot product of α and β.
D. BACKPROPAGATION
Back-propagation method can be used to simultaneously update the weight parameters of the feature selection model and hierarchical deep network to implement an end-to-end learning process. Equation (7) indicates the loss function.
where h represents the coarse genus, f represents the fine-grained class. δx f δx f δW f . When we use the selective orthogonal algorithm, the output X f of the species-level classifier will decrease, this means that the gradients of the species-level classifier at back propagation will be reduced. As the results of genus-level classifier directly influence the classification results of species-level classifier, if the accuracy rates of the genus-level classifier is improved, the accuracy rates of species-level classifier will also increase. Therefore, our proposed network can simultaneously update the weight parameters of the feature selection model and hierarchical deep network jointly, while invisibly increasing the influence of the error in genus-level classifier to improve the performance.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Datasets: In this paper, there are three image databases used to validate the selective orthogonal algorithm and the concept ontology of different hierarchical structures: (1) A subset of Orchid2608 [16] , containing 955 plant classes, 38 coarse genus; (2) Fashion-60 [15] , containing 60 costume classes, 5 coarse genus; (3) Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [60] , which contains 200 classes, divided into 10 and 21 coarse genus respectively. VOLUME 8, 2020 Experiment Environment: In this paper, those experiments were performed on a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. The learning rate was set to 0.01 and multiplied by 0.1 every 30 epoch learning rates.
The Basic Architecture of Hierarchical Deep Network: In this paper, we use deep convolutional neural network (Alexnet [2] or Resnet-18 [6] ) as the basic architectures to build the hierarchical deep network. We use the deep convolutional neural network for feature extraction and tree classifier for classification. Cross Entropy loss is used as loss function for classification, and the losses of two level classifiers are fused.
Compared Baseline Models: In this paper, a few baseline models with same basic architecture are used to establish the effectiveness of our proposed method. Initially, we compared our proposed method with multiple Alexnet based method(a)Yetnet [61] (deep learning hierarchical representations), (b)Alexnet [2] , (c)HD-CNN [11] (hierarchical deep convolutional neural network), (d)NIN [3] (network in network),and (e)Knowledge Transfer [62] (Large-Scale Few-Shot Learning: Knowledge Transfer With Class Hierarchy), in the following experiment, we use the main structure of the method but still use our hierarchical structure The entirely orthogonal algorithm is same as the selective orthogonal algorithm without setting the cosine similarity. By comparing these methods, the performance of hierarchical deep network is effectively improved after adding selective orthogonal algorithm. And then, we use Resnet-18 to replace Alexnet for further experiments in order to verify the effect of threshold selection of feature selection algorithm. Moreover, coarse genus accuracy results in some models cannot be got because they are not in use of the coarseto-fine fashion.
A. ELECTIVENESS OF FEATURE SELECTION
First, we evaluated the feature selection algorithm by using a subset of Orchid-2608 in two methods: (a) the proposed method in the paper and (b) the proposed method without feature selection. For thresholds, we set θ to 45 • .
As shown in Table 1 , we can easily find out that our feature selection based hierarchical deep network can achieve better performance on both species accuracy and genus accuracy, which indicates that the selective orthogonal algorithm can effectively selects discriminative deep feature for multi-level classification. In Table 1 , we also compare with the current classic hierarchical classification network HD-CNN and the network model with Knowledge Transfer that mentioned in CVPR2019, which shows that our hierarchical deep network is superior to the classification performance of these two networks. This is because the proposed feature selection method can be used to learn more useful deep features for tree classifier by selecting the useful feature components and removing useless feature components. What is more, making the deep features obtained by the multi-level classifiers are more in line with their corresponding classification tasks. Also the hierarchical deep network with entirely orthogonal algorithm is added in comparison experiment, which removes the cosine similarity in the selective orthogonal algorithm, so that the characteristic parameters between the networks are all Schmidt orthogonal. The worse classification result of this network indicates the role of cosine similarity is necessary. The reason maybe because if the features are all orthogonal, some weak features which may be valid for the classification will be removed.
To further demonstrate the classification results, we plot the average accuracy curves for each of the coarse genus and fine-grained species in Fig.9 and Fig.10 . Genus-Level accuracy represents the coarse-grained classification result, Species-Level accuracy represents the fine-grained classification result. It is easy to see that the proposed method achieves good performance in both coarse-grained and fine-grained classifications. The results also show that after using the selective orthogonal algorithm, the recognition accuracy of each class is improved, finally get a better overall performance.
B. FEATURE SELECTION PARAMETERS AND SETTINGS
The subset of Orchid-2608 is also used to establish the robustness of proposed method. We use Alexnet and Resnet as CNN models to show the results at different thresholds of θ in Table 2 and Table 3 . In the implementation process of algorithm, the threshold we set for the experiment is the cosine similarity value, but in the table we use the relative angle of the two vectors to represent the threshold. This is to facilitate the intuitive understanding of the algorithm, so that readers can clearly understand the relative position of the vector in feature space. So 330 degree, 315 degree or 300 degree are actually the same as 30 degree, 45 degree and 60 degree to this method. As we all know, one is going clockwise and one is anticlockwise. But no matter how to rotate, their cosine similarity is the same, because the projection direction and size of one vector with respect to another vector are the same whether they are rotated clockwise or anticlockwise. As one can see, our proposed feature selection method can still achieve competitive performance on Resnet18. It is easy to know that, the feature selection and tree classifier can still work on Resnet, and help achieving higher accuracy rates on recognizing 955 plant species. But the improvements on Resnet based network are not as well as Alexnet based network. This is because Resnet has much more number of weight parameters than Alexnet, so the training images may not be able to effectively optimize the huge number of weight parameters. What is more, by comparing with the classifications results of all thresholds, it can be concluded that the optimal threshold is different when different models are chosen as CNN structures. However, if the threshold is not appropriate, the recognition ability of the network will decrease for all kinds of CNN models. This is because when the threshold is too low, there may still be useless feature components to interfere the classification result when performing feature selection; when the threshold is too high, a large number of features are filtered out, which maks the classification becomes difficult. Based on above results, the settings of feature selection parameters are very important when performing feature selection, so we should choose the intermediate value for a better performance.
C. FURTHER EXPERIMENT ON FASHION-60
In this subsection, we use Fashion-60, which contains 60 costume classes and 5 coarse genera. And we also implement our proposed feature selection method on Alexnet and Resnet to evaluate the effectiveness of our parameters setting. As shown in Table 4 and Table 5 , the proposed method with Fashion-60 performed best at a threshold of 30 • . However, after adding a feature selection module on Resnet with a threshold of 60 • , the network does not perform as well as the original network without feature selection module. As the result shows, the proposed method performs best when the parameters in an intermediate value, which further proves that we have to choose the intermediate value to avoid the network performance degrading. 
D. FURTHER EXPERIMENT ON CALTECH-UCSD BIRDS-200-2011
Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [58] is also used to train the network with 10 coarse-grained genera and 200 fine-grained classes on Alexnet. The results are shown in Table 6 . The proposed method performs best at a threshold of 30 • , which is also an intermediate value.
In the further experiment, we use Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [58] with 10 coarse-grained genera and 200 finegrained classes on Resnet. The results are shown in Table 7 . The threshold of the best performed method is also (30 • ) . Then considering that the experimental data of Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [60] is relatively small, and the feature selection module is partially overlapping with the role of dropout. We replaced the original Dropout layer with feature selection. The results are shown in Table 8 .
The experimental results show that adding the dropout layer will reduce the recognition ability of the original model in experiment with Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [60] . But it's not obvious under the other datasets. This may be because Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 is small in volume, and the feature obtained by the feature selection itself is the selected feature, and each feature contains its own useful information. If it is randomly hidden, the network may lose useful information and influence the judgment of the category.
E. COMPARISON OF DATABASE RESULTS
As shown in Fig.11 , we compare the results of the three databases on Resnet based network. At first, (a) in Fig.11 is the result of Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [60] with 21 coarse genera. (b) in Fig.11 is the result of the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 [60] with 10 coarse genera. Next, the classification results of the 955 categories and 37 coarse genera in a subset of Orchid-2608 [16] is shown in Fig.11(c) . Finally, we show the validity of feature selection and the impact on threshold selection with 5 coarse genera of Fashion-60 [15] in Fig.11 (d) . As shown in Fig.11 , the horizontal axis represents the magnitude of the selected threshold angle, and the vertical axis represents the correct rate of classification after using this threshold. When the threshold is 0 • (i.e., no feature selection module is added), the correct rate of each database is not as good as that of the hierarchical deep network with feature selection. The 21 coarsely classified Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 achieved best performance when the threshold was 300, and the 10 coarsegrained classifications achieved the best when the threshold was 45 • . A subset of 38 coarse genus of Orchid-2608 and 5 coarse genus of Fashion-60 performed best at a threshold of 30 • . However, after adding a feature selection module with a threshold of 60 • , the network does not perform as well as the original network without feature selection module. Based on the above experimental results, we can conclude that our selective orthogonality of features can improve the recognizing ability of the network. However, the impact of different database thresholds are different, but overall, inappropriate parameters will have an adverse impact on the recognition ability. When threshold is too low, there may still be redundant features including inter-class similarity to interfere with the classification; and when threshold is too high, a large number features will be culled, then the loss of advantageous features makes it difficult to recognizing classes. Based on the above descriptions, the setting of threshold is very important when performing feature selection, which is also different among different databases.
F. COMPARISON OF ANY OTHER SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT
In the further experiment, we have also considered other types of similarity, but they are not suitable for the selective orthogonal algorithm proposed in this paper. One reason is that there are two main types of similarity: one is text similarity comparing used for deduplication and checking, which is suitable for text detection; the other is spatial distance measuring similar to Triplet. So we replace the feature selection with the Triplet method and perform experiments. The results are shown in Table9: 67.286% on Orchid dataset, 66.957% on Fashion-60, and 65.014% on Caltech-UCSD, which are all lower than the recognition accuracy of the method proposed in this paper. Another reason we can't use other similarity measurement is that when we remove features with large similarity, the projection vector of the feature is filtered out, and only the cosine similarity is the most appropriate measure of the size of the projection vector.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new feature selection algorithm is proposed by combining a semantic-based tree classifiers and ontology feature selection method, which lead to good performance on image classification. The hierarchical tree classifier can be used to leverage the inter-species relations while the feature selection can be used to learn more specific deep features for multi-level classifier. The experiment result on three dataset also proved that our proposed method can achieve competitive performance on fine-grained classification task. 
